
AUGUST 
21 WEAVING: Mary Zicafoose weaves gigantic textiles from 
countless strands of colored thread. We’ll learn about the ins and 
outs of weaving by creating patterns with woven strips of paper. 

28 PRINTMAKING: Artworks in the gallery by printmaker Watie 
White will inspire us to create prints of trees. 

SEPTEMBER
4 SCULPTURE: We’ll use everyday objects to create sculpture by 
carefully balancing plastic dishware to make stacked forms similar 
to those in the gallery by Catherine Ferguson. 

11 EMBELLISHED TEXTILES: Angela Drakeford’s adorned 
installations in the gallery will guide us as we embellish pieces of 
fabric with printed patterns and sparkling sequins and glitter.

18 LANDSCAPE PAINTING: Marvel at the big skies in Keith 
Jacobhagen’s paintings in the gallery before creating your own 
landscapes using a low horizon line and loads of billowing clouds 
and blue sky. 

25 PRINTMAKING: Josh Norton uses printmaking, painting, 
and sculpture techniques to bring mythical creatures to life in 
the gallery. We’ll combine multiple carved foam plates to create 
marvelous monsters of our own. 

OCTOBER  
2 ILLUSTRATION: Illustrator and author Eric Rohmann delights 
readers with My Friend Rabbit. We’ll make up our own mischievous 
activities for Rabbit as we learn to create painted illustrations.  

9 DRAWING: Create a colorful alphabet like that in the gallery 
by Charlie Friedman, using a variety of drawing tools to create 
letters that vibrate with rhythm and pattern. 

16 SCULPTURE: Use colorful foam shapes to a create 
miniature version of George Sugarman’s huge work of sculpture 
called Yellow Ascending.

art adventures
AGES 3-5 (with an adult)
August 21–December 18; 10:30 am
Drop by with your preschooler to see artworks in the galleries and 
to do a simple art-making activity. Art Adventures is a great way 
for young artists to have their first Museum experiences – with a 
grown-up by their side – before coming to art classes on their own.

Joslyn Members: $8 adult/child pair per session, 
$1 each additional child

General Public: $10 adult/child pair per session, 
$2 each additional child

Instructor: Therese Straseski
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23 PAINTING: Create an impressionistic landscape by combining 
wet paint with chalk pastels to make a shimmering nature scene full of 
small dabs of color. 

30 CLAY: We’ll look to the gallery to see how artists distort and 
abstract the human face before using simple shapes and patterns 
made from clay to form our own funky faces out of self-hardening clay.  

NOVEMBER
6 EASEL PAINTING: Many artists use an easel to give their body 
room to move while they make wild brushstrokes on their canvas. We’ll 
collect ideas in the galleries then let our bodies loose in the studio to 
make expressive paintings full of movement. 

13 ANIMAL SYMBOLS: Learn about symbols by looking at artworks 
and objects made by Native Americans, then choose an animal totem 
for yourself and create a decorative shield in the studio. 

20 PRINTMAKING: Animal artworks in the gallery will teach us how 
artists repeat line and shape to create the illusion of lifelike texture 
before we squeeze inked-up stuffed animals through a press to create 
prints full of hair and fur.

27 ART WITH FUNCTION: Discover how Plains Indians transformed 
everyday objects like blankets and clothing into things of beauty using 
pattern, color, and carefully arranged designs. Then design a beautiful 
paper parfleche to hold your special objects. 

DECEMBER
4 PAINTING: Learn how to use warm colors to create a painting of 
the mesas and canyons of the American West that inspired many of the 
artists in the Go West! exhibition. 

11 ANIMALS OF THE WEST: Use an easel to create a painting of a 
bison, horse, or wolf. We’ll look at artworks in the gallery that show the 
importance animals had in the day-to-day life of those in the Old West. 

18 SCULPTURE: Dale Chihuly’s huge balloon-like sculpture will 
motivate us to create beautiful hanging bunches of painted glass orbs.

  


